1970 fairlane

The Ford Fairlane is an automobile model that was sold between and by Ford in North America.
Over time, the name referred to a number of different cars in different classes; the Fairlane was
initially a full-sized car, but became a mid-sized car from the model year. The mid-sized model
spawned the Australian-built Fairlane in , although in that market it was considered a large car.
For the model year the Fairlane name replaced the Crestline as Ford's premier full-sized
offering. Six different body styles were offered, including the Crown Victoria Skyliner with a
tinted, transparent plastic roof, the regular Crown Victoria coupe with much stainless steel trim,
a convertible Sunliner, the Victoria hardtop coupe, and traditional sedans. All featured the
trademark stainless-steel "Fairlane stripe" on the side. The Lifeguard safety package was
introduced. The two-door Victoria hardtop featured a new and slimmer roofline. A one-year only
two-door station wagon, the Ford Parklane , featured Fairlane-level trim. It was marketed to
compete against the Chevrolet Nomad. For , a new style gave a longer, wider, lower, and sleeker
look with low tailfins. The new proportions and modern styling were a hit with customers to the
extent that the Ford outsold Chevrolet in for the first time since For the first time, the lower-level
Custom line had a shorter wheelbase than the Fairlane. Engines were largely the same as the
year before. The big news for was the introduction of the Fairlane Skyliner power retractable
hardtop , whose solid top hinged and folded down into the trunk space at the touch of a button.
Another facelift for had fashionable quad headlights, a grille that matched the Thunderbird , and
other styling changes. A new top-level full-sized model was introduced at mid-year , the Ford
Galaxie. The Galaxie displayed both "Fairlane " and "Galaxie" badging. Full-sized Fairlane and
Fairlane models were restyled for and again for the model year. The Galaxie series continued as
the top-of-the-line full-sized Ford. Fairlane s demoted to mid-level in the lineup and were
equivalent to the Chevrolet Bel Air. Fairlanes were primarily sold as base level trim models for
fleet use taxi, police. Both were only available as pillared sedans. The big-block CID V8 was
available in as the top-horsepower option, as the "horsepower wars" in Detroit continued. The
Fairlane name was moved to Ford's new intermediate, introduced for the model year, to bridge
the gap between the compact Ford Falcon and the full-sized Galaxie , making it a competitor for
GM's A-body "senior compacts" , the Plymouth Belvedere , and the AMC Rambler. Wheel track
varied from Like the Falcon, the Fairlane had a unibody frame, but the body incorporated an
unusual feature Ford dubbed torque boxes, four boxed structures in the lower body structure
designed to absorb road shock by moving slightly in the vertical plane. Suspension was a
conventional short-long arm independent arrangement in front, with Hotchkiss drive in the rear.
The Fairlane was initially offered only in two-door or four-door sedan body styles. The trim level
supplemented the Fairlane and Fairlane trim levels the model had more decorative trim, such as
a wider chrome stripe down the side and three bullets on the rear quarter panels. This engine
was coded "K" in the vehicle identification number. Exterior identification was by
fender-mounted "V" badges that read " High Performance". All Fairlanes had "B" posts despite
the popularity of the pillarless hardtop and convertible styles in that era. Ford saw the problem
and introduced two pillarless hardtop coupes for , in Fairlane and Sports Coupe trim. For and
later Sports Coupe models, the center console, which had come from the Falcon parts bin for ,
was changed to be similar to that of the Galaxie. Sports Coupe models got a floor-mounted shift
lever for the center console when Cruise-O-Matic or 4-speed manual transmissions were
specified; however when the two-speed Fordomatic was ordered, the shift lever was installed on
the steering column and the console was the same without the shifter. Front-end styling for the
models mimicked the big Galaxie models, but the rear end retained the small tailfins and
"pieplate" tail lamp styling cues. The Squire wagon a fake woodie was available for only,
including one model with front bucket seats. The "Swing-Away" steering wheel became an
option in The and , Fairlane ranges consisted of similar body styles: base Fairlane and Fairlane
two-door coupes and four-door sedans , and Fairlane and Sports Coupe two-door hardtops. As
in , the Sports Coupe got its own standard "spinner" wheel covers and extra exterior
brightwork. Large "Sports Coupe" scripts graced the "C" pillars. The Fairlane Squire wagon was
dropped, but the standard station wagon was continued. The V8 was dropped after , leaving the
six as the base engine and the as the base V8. The two-speed Fordomatic continued as the
automatic transmission choice for the in , while V8s got the three-speed Cruise-O-Matic
transmission option. The was also dropped after , leaving the two-barrel as the base V8.
Styling-wise, in , a new grille and headlight bezels were introduced, the tail fins were dropped,
some chrome decorating on the side was changed, and the shape of the trunk lid changed.
Styling features for included body-color headlight bezels for the deluxe models and rectangular
taillight lenses, a return to the trunk lid, along with less chrome on the body and a small
standup hood ornament. Australian and New Zealand models had longer cut-outs in the rear
bumper to accommodate their license plates. This example from Australia was modified to a
right-hand drive model. As the muscle car market took shape, Ford built a small number of

Fairlane two door hard tops prepared for drag racing during the season. The cars wore Fairlane
trim, and were only offered with the two-door sedan body. This special model, of which to total
were made sources disagree , [ who? NHRA rules at the time required a metal front bumper, so
the cars began to be supplied with an aluminum bumper and previous purchasers were
supplied with one. Thunderbolt production was ended due to NHRA rule changes for Super
Stock competition, requiring vehicles be built to be entered in that class. The first 11
Thunderbolts were painted maroon known as Vintage Burgundy in Ford literature , the rest
white; 99 had manual transmissions. Many are still raced. Front tracks from 54 to 56 in and rear
tracks from The Fairlane was revised in The front end featured vertically stacked dual
headlights. The XL, GT, and GTA packages were introduced, as well as a convertible to join the
existing range of sedans, hardtops, and station wagons. The "K-code" CID engine was dropped
this year. The Fairlane Squire wagon was reintroduced for Minor trim changes were introduced
for as the Fairlane was mildly facelifted. The notable addition for the model year was a Ranchero
pickup as part of the Fairlane range from to , the Ranchero was based on the Falcon, while in it
used the Fairlane platform but Falcon styling. The Fairlanes also included a number of federal
government-mandated safety features, including a new energy-absorbing steering column with
a large padded steering wheel hub, soft interior trim, four-way hazard flashers, a dual-chamber
braking system, and shoulder belt anchors. The convertible had a tempered safety glass rear
window. The Falcon Ranchero and Falcon station wagon were, between and , identical under
the skin to the Fairlane versions of the same model. Only sheetmetal and trim differed. Two
different two-door coupe models were offered. The lower-end Fairlane Club Coupe had pillars
separating the door glass and rear side glass, while the higher trim level Fairlanes were
pillarless two-door hardtops, similar to the convertibles. A redesign was introduced for the
model year. In a cost-saving decision, the station wagons carried over the bodies from the cowl
back. Base hardtop sales more than doubled, to 44, units. The Cobra was introduced in as a
competitor for Plymouth's Road Runner. Basic models featured the CID V8 and three-speed
manual transmission as standard. At the start of the model year, only the Fairlane remained as
the base trim model in what was now effectively the Torino series. However, the s were slower
than the s, and race teams were forced to run the older models. This series included a two-door
sedan which was not available in the higher trim lines. For , the Falcon and Fairlane names were
dropped, as all of the intermediate models took the Torino name. The Falcon and Fairlane
names continued to be used in Australia through to the 21st century. The four-door sedan of the
body style was built in Argentina from to and the body style from to under the Fairlane name
with three equipment packages: Standard, and LTD. The car was similar to the American model
except the engines. By the end of production in , almost 30, Fairlanes had been made. Ford
manufactured the Torino in Venezuela marketed as the Fairlane and Fairlane These cars were
identical to the U. Torino through and both base Fairlane and upscale Fairlane used the "base"
Torino grille. At the Auto Show circuit , Ford revealed a new concept car with the Fairlane
nameplate. A production version of the Fairlane concept, now called the Ford Flex , debuted at
the New York Auto Show, and entered production for the model year in summer Unlike the
concept, the production model comes with seven seats. It is intended to replace the
people-mover capability of the Ford Freestar minivan. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
For the Australian version, see Ford Fairlane Australia. For the concept vehicle, see Ford Flex.
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